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Tracklist:
1.

Eyes Reflecting Universe

7:58

w & p by Dmitri Korablin

2.

Walk On The Milky Way

9:20

w & p by Dmitri Korablin

3.

Synergy

8:22

w & p by Dmitri Korablin

4.

Freefalling Upwards

8:18

w & p by Dmitri Korablin

5.

Early Morning

10:04

w & p by Dmitri Korablin

6.

Underwater

8:24

w & p by Dmitri Korablin

7.

Molecular Design

9:25

w & p by Dmitri Korablin

8.

Venus Seven

6:45

w & p by Dmitri Korablin

9.

Steps Leaving (Dedicated To Zolod, R.I.P.)

8:22

w & p by Dmitri Korablin

Ajana Records is pleased to announce a new albumproduced by Psyfactor: Endless Universe. While
producing psytrance music in the last years the time had come to present his other side, soft and floating.
Dmitri Korablin has produced 9 new and unreleased ambient/downbeat tracks.
His first downbeat track was released on the Ajana Records compilation -A Magical Journey- and this
inspired him to make a full length album.
The album reflects a journey into the Endless Universe of ambient soundscapes, beautifull floating synths
with dreamy sounds. Psyfactor treats you on a full length album with organic music ranging from deep
ambient and uplifting downbeat with floating drums and pads. The last track on the album is dedicated to
Zolod, a well known and respected name in the scene who unfortunately left this planet but rests in peace
now.
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Artist profile:
Psyfactor is Dmitri Koranblin, born in Russia and living in Moscow.
He started producing music in 1995 allready. From 2000 on he started dj-ing psychedelic sounds at parties &
festivals in & around Moscow. His style can be described as hard & dark twisted with kicking drums and fat
basslines. Like most music from Russia his style is for the nighttime where you really want to go "mad". ago
and meanwhile he has had many tracks released and in 2005 his first album came out on Trishula Records.
In August 2005 his first chill-out track was released on the Ajana Records compilation ‘A Magical Journey’.
This inspired him to go deeper into ambient music and started producing a full length album.
This resulted in an Album with 9 unreleased tracks with the theme ‘Endless Universe’.
The artwork is inspired on the album title and designed by Dreampaint who also made his psytrance album
cover in 2005.
Label profile:
Ajana Records is a sublabel of Trishula Records, A Dutch/German independent music label. Ajana is the
name for the 6th body chakra, the third eye.
The musical spectrum ranges from psychedelic chillout and ambient to experimental downbeat music. Our
goal is to release quality music from talented producers around the globe. Producers that have an unigue
style and haven’t had had any or many other releases before. We believe in unconventional ideas of music
production, Ajana Records is a platform for new talent to get born.
We are always looking for new talents and new ways of music production.
Recent releases are the chill-out compilation “A Magical Journey” and the debut album “Frech” from German
producer Frechbax and the beautifull chill-out release Synthesis of Reality by Capsula.
Printing errors:
Please notice that due to printingerrors track 6 is called 'Useless Planets' instead of 'Underwater' (the CDText shows the right trackname). Also is on the inlay track 7 'Molecular design' missing.
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